Abstract
INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing provides computing resources, utilities are provided to the users via internet. Cloud is a model for accessing user data's, on demand network services to access the secure data. It maintains the shared pool of configurable computing resources. Now a day's many software industries used the cloud computing services to secure their data's. It is used to pay per uses and it does not need any software to install the user. Cloud computing services are classified into three parts: IaaS(infrastructure as a service), SaaS(software as a service) and PaaS(platform as a service). First service provides access to computation resources as per user basis. Second service is a simple application; it is delivered to thousands of users from the resource pool. Third service uses the building blocks of the vendor's deployment environment. If the user need to access the data from shared pool, the administrator verifies the user is authorized person to take the data.
Cloud data storage services involves four entities.(i)Administrator controls the user details, file insertion, file access, file deletion and the time of user presents in the network to access the cloud data's. (ii)Third party auditor checks the correctness of cloud data. Some techniques are used to establish the auditing concepts. (iii) Users access the cloud data as per demand services. Users retrieve more useful information from multiple repositories and no limitation to access the particular storage part in the shared pool.
BACKGROUND & RELATED WORKS
Cloud-based outsourced storage [1] reduced the client's burden for storage management and maintenance by providing a comparably low-cost, scalable, location-independent platform. To avoid the security risks, audit services are critical to ensure the integrity and availability of outsourced data and to achieve digital forensics and credibility on cloud computing. Provable data possession (PDP) is a cryptographic technique to verify the integrity of data without retrieving it from unauthorized servers. Probabilistic queries and periodic verification, as well as an optimization method of parameters of cloud audit services are implemented to provide secure access. This technique reduced the workload on the cloud storage servers.
The third party auditor (TPA) [2] verifies the integrity of the dynamic data stored in the cloud. The TPA reduces the involvement of the client through the auditing of whether his data stored in the cloud storage. It is an efficient method to secure the user's data using Third party auditor but it may leak the data to send the linear combinations of data blocks to the auditor. The data may be stored temporarily while being authorization process. Store and forward transactions processed after complete the authorization.
POR [5] protocol is designed to protect a static archived file in cloud storage. Critical information stored as storage-as-aservice in encrypted format. It is more flexible and cost effective storage environments. PORs lead to a number of possible researches in the future. The classic merkle hash tree constructed for block tag authentication to achieve secure cloud storage and data dynamics. 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Module 1: Key Generation
The owner generates the public/secret key pair (pk, sk) by system manager. The secret key is not visible and then sends the public key (pk) to TPA. Data owner provides the access to authorized users and shares the public key.
Module 2: Tag Generation
The user's/clients use the secret key (sk) to pre-process a file in cloud storage. It consists of a collection of n blocks, generates a set of public verification parameters and indexhash table. User data's are stored in TPA (Third party auditor) and transmits the file with some verification tags to CSP (Cloud service provider). 
Module 4: Audit for Dynamic Operations:
Authorized application holds the secret key (sk) and it can manipulate the index hash table stored in TPA. TPA cannot cheat the authorized application and audit records. User inserts the files in cloud storage with authorized permission from administrator.
Dynamic Data Operations:
Insert operation: User inserts the file in cloud storage. The file is stored in Encrypted data format. Audit process audits the file in secure techniques.
Update operation:
It is an algorithm of Authorized applications update the block of a file. It updates the data's only trusted parties.
Delete operation: After verify the user is authorized the TPA gives the permission to delete the file in cloud storage.
Insert (sk, Xi, mi) is an algorithm run by AA to insert the block of a file mi at the index i by using sk, and it returns a new verification metadata.
Fig 3.4 Flow of dynamic data operation
Checking algorithm tests the audit process is controlled by Administrator. The User data application invokes the Update, Delete, and Insert algorithms, and then sends to TPA and CSP, respectively. It is important to ensure the audit process of
